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'ELS HAMELINS', THE NEW ESTRELLA DAMM CAMPAIGN THAT 

INVITES YOU TO ENJOY THE NEW BARÇA ERA 

 

Click here to see "Els Hamelins" 

Download frames and images from the filming of Estrella Damm's latest campaign 

 

Barcelona, 28 February 2022 - Estrella Damm, Global Partner of FC Barcelona, presents "Els 

Hamelins", the brand's new campaign that invites us to enjoy the spectacle of FC Barcelona's 

best game, the one that thrills us and makes us vibrate season after season. 

Starring David Menéndez, Júlia Lara, Javier Príncep, Paula Guerra and Ferran Fernández, and 

directed by Oriol Villar, the story told in "Els Hamelins" is inspired by the German fable of "The 

Pied Piper of Hamelin", in which a young musician was able to captivate anyone he wanted to 

with the hypnotic notes of the flute he played. 

In the new Estrella Damm campaign, the flute player is a young mechanic, and the notes of the 

flute, a speech full of passion, enthusiasm and optimism for the new era of the Club and for the 

spectacle that its players will offer on the pitch. 

A campaign that speaks of values such as effort, ambition, humility and a job well done. Values 

that represent the essence of Barça since its birth 122 years ago, and which it shares with Estrella 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-82kJR7DwI
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/512849426475bcd1b15bf5250a9f847e20220225144743/033ebbc1ad6e2d0659eae99d2b7cbfc920220225144822/81547a
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/1dab585ec84d157ee6fcf26eeeae9b1c20220225120151/5846ca568606a3ae98da4ac9f2045dad20220225120242/d71fd5


Damm, the beer born in Barcelona in 1876 by the young Alsatian brewmaster August 

Kuentzmann Damm. 

Since its origins more than 145 years ago, Estrella Damm has been linked to the world of sport, 

and for more than 40 years the brand has accompanied FC Barcelona in the most important 

moments of its history. Both centenary institutions have carried out numerous joint actions that 

have brought them closer to Barça fans, sharing with them all the milestones and titles achieved 

by Barça and its players year after year. 

"Els Hamelins" can be seen from today on Estrella Damm's social networks and website and will 

be active in digital media and Catalan television throughout the month of March. 

 


